Neural responses to electrical stimulation of the cochlea in guinea pigs.
A special bridge circuit was constructed to compensate stimulus artifact to determine the effects of an alternating current (AC) in the range of 3 to 20 kHz and direct current (DC) stimulation on the activity of cochlear nerve fibers. When AC and DC stimulation of the same fiber were compared, a greater current intensity was required to change the spike rate with AC stimulation than DC stimulation. While positive DC stimulation reduced activity, negative DC stimulation increased the spike rate. AC stimuli excited fibers in a manner similar to that observed with negative DC stimulation. Thresholds increased with stimulus frequency, suggesting that the effects of AC stimulation on the discharge rate are independent of the CF (characteristic frequency) of a fiber. The effects of short-time AC and DC stimulation on cochlear fiber activity lasted only during the stimulation, and the spontaneous activity did not significantly differ before and after electrical stimulation.